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It’s a Girl Friend’s Way

Deciding to Participate,
Deciding to Care.

As I look around the long table, I’m impressed, for so

many good people come to a workshop based on the Art of

Prayer.  The tea is a bonus for them, I’m sure, but to me,

they’re the bonus.  Their good hearts begin a process that

goes far beyond the crisp white tablecloth I’ve laid out, the

delicate touches of lace, and the gold-edged teacups that

clink the way fine china does.  But ah-h, we do enjoy these

lovely things - fine china and the like - and it’s fun to see

how our smiles return as we accept a bit of luxury amidst

our busy days.

A Girl Friend’s Way, a Bridge of Love

It’s definitely a Girl Friend’s way! It is such a

woman’s way to reach out and care for her friends - by

building a bridge of Love to them; by taking time to pray for

them, even as our own days brim with a veritable laundry

basket of demands to be met.  That’s how this pleasurable



Tea Ceremony began for me:  with a desire to keep a promise.

A heartfelt promise to pray for a friend.  But, just as you

may find, after I’d willingly made a promise to pray for a

friend, my time seemed to fill with a cacophony of cell

phones ringing, work that must be done, and chores that

wouldn’t wait.  Where in the world would I find time to keep

my promise, I asked myself, and be the kind of friend I most

wanted to be?

That’s When the Fun Began . . .

To my surprise, the fun began almost immediately.

Sometimes the answers to our own prayers are only moments

away.  Here I was, still on the phone to my friend, Amanda,

wondering how in the world I was going to keep my promise,

and take time to pray for her the way I wanted to, when I

started receiving an interesting answer.  My eyes fell upon

a treasured yellow and gold antique teacup on the cherry

bookcase nearby.

“Yes, Amanda, even when it’s hectic, I will be able to

keep my word and pray for you.  In fact, I’m going to use some-

thing fun to remind me to pray when I get busy and might for-

get.”  I grinned at the thought of it.  “Every time I look at my

teacup, I’ll use it to remind me to pray.  In fact . . . any teacup

I see can remind me!”

“Ah ha!”  “What fun!”  These were some of the

expressions that issued forth from two well-intentioned

women who really wanted to keep some very important prom-

ises.  Amanda and I were so relieved to find such a short and
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sweet, even whimsical way to remind us both to pray, that we

felt giddy with relief.  

Could it be this easy, I wondered?  Higher Spirit’s

answer was - Yes, it could be even easier. In fact, every time

I had a cup of tea, I could raise my teacup, and raise my

vibrations.  As I relaxed and enjoyed each warm sip, I could

align with God’s great Love, and pray for a friend.

My Girl Friend’s heart was smiling.  What a natural

way to pray for a friend - over a comforting cup of tea!

What a Way to Keep a Promise!

What a beautiful way to take time to pray, I thought!

And as soon as I shared this inspiration, Amanda and I both

knew we’d found something special.  Thank You, I said to

Spirit later, as I so easily lifted a cup of tea, and even in the

middle of my hectic evening, kept my promise - and took

some loving time to pray for a friend.

What a bounty I suddenly found as I held a new kind

of beauty in my hands.  Helping me pray for my friend were

plenty of my own friends:  delicate gold-rimmed teacups;

dainty pink and blue floral teacups; teacups with rose

printed porcelain; teacups with lush peonies and fresh

white daisies; and teacups that were priceless because they

were gifts from my mom and my friends.  This was more than

a woman could hope for!

But there was more.  Sometimes I wanted a good ol’

mug.  Like the burgundy one from the trip to the mountains

of Montana.  And the soft white one from the shores of the
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Coast.  And the deep midnight blue glass one with dream-

words brushed in gold from one of my favorite writers.

Ah-h, what a way to keep a promise, I thought.  The only

thing missing?  This easy system of finding a moment to

pray - even when there’s not one - begged to be shared.

A Whole New Kind of Tea Ceremony!

One of the cool things about Spirit is all the wealth

that arrives on the wings of an inspired Gift.  Every time I

thought about this answer to prayer - in the form of sipping

tea! - I wanted to share it.  Sheer happiness caught me in its

updraft and I began sharing the wealth with friends right

away.  In the days and weeks that followed, I continued to

receive a graceful stream of easy but important steps that

could be called:  a Tea Ceremony.  A whole new kind of Tea

Ceremony.  It was similar to the Japanese Tea Ceremony, in

that it was a ceremony that cherished the time spent in

steps toward peaceful centering.  But this ceremony was

uniquely American, designed for busy women everywhere.

It definitely wanted to be immediately accessible and

refreshingly simple, with each step tending to the opening

of our hearts - so each step could tend us as we sought to

tend others.

As I’ve stepped into this Gift that came, almost

unbidden, in answer to my own prayer, I’ve had the most fun

giving The Art of PRAYER & TEA & THEE™ Workshops.

Whether we’ve had fine linens and china teacups, or a basic

table and casual mugs (or even coffee, tea, or hot chocolate!),
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we’ve all had our cups filled up with a megawatt voltage of

Love as we proceeded to practice a new and thankfully easy

way of keeping our cherished promise.  To pray for another.

To build a bridge of Love between friends.  And in the

process, to take ourselves into that much-longed-for place

where the storm stops, the cell phones quiet, and our hearts

find their way home again.

This is the joy that is so much fun to share.  A Tea

Ceremony that asks us to put our feet up and our worries

down, so we might receive all the wealth that arrives on the

wings of an inspired Gift.  And in so doing, be naturally

caught in the buoyant updraft of Love.

Sharing a Cup of Tea,
a Gift from the Heart

Definitely, it is a woman’s way:  deciding to partici-

pate - and open our hearts in a manner that allows the flow-

ers of care and hope bloom for another person. And as we

give to another, to be ineffably changed because of it.  But in

my workshops both men and women brought their generous

hearts to the process, using what we all innately possess:  a

wonderful feminine nature that helps us open and receive

inspiration, and a dynamic masculine nature that helps us

activate these good ideas and put them into practice right

here - in our real lives.  

The results have been wildly re-energizing.  Smiles,

laughter, the warm buzz of excitement.  Such is the power of

prayer that in the process of taking time for another, we
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always benefit, too!  So as we shared our cups of tea and

prayed for a friend, we realized Spirit wanted to share a cup

of tea with us and meet our own needs as well, oftentimes

before we proceeded another step.  

What do you need? Spirit would say.  A bit of rest?

And a little luxurious tending?

For the good people in my workshops, and for me,

the answer to this was a whole-hearted “Yes!”  But you don’t

need to go to a workshop to enjoy this life-giving process.

Whether you take a short, even 2-minute break, or you spend

a bit longer, this Prayer & Tea & Thee Ceremony is at your

fingertips.  A warm, delicious blessing any time you need it.

Fortunately, it’s so easy, and so fun, to begin.

Amazingly, it starts by helping us re-cultivate a delightful

sense of Play!
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